hi I'm NASA Kennedy's Stacy wet and I'm taking you inside KSC preparations continue for the upcoming launch of NASA's next mission to Mars it's called insight and this Mars Lander will look deep below the red planet's surface to study its crust mantle and core the spacecraft has been sealed inside the payload fairing and is now in place atop the United Launch Alliance Atlas five rocket insight is slated to launch May 5th from Vandenberg Air Force Base in California the first time if interplanetary mission has launched from
the west coast management of the launch service for insight is the responsibility of NASA's launch services program based at Kennedy Florida. Students talk to NASA scientists on the ground and astronauts on the International Space Station about growing edible plants in space some of the students took part in growing beyond Earth part of the Fairchild challenge and partnership with Fairchild tropical and partnership between NASA and Fairchild.
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